
Sidewinder 7 Trouble Shooting 
 

Spits Ink 

1.  Not enough band tension.  Try pulling the band tigher. 

2. Improper tube tip for needle.  Try smaller tip. 

3. Needle loop too tight.  Open up loop 

4. Improper bend on needle.  Ensure the needle “licks” the tube tip. 

5. Too little spring tension 

6. Too much impact.  Refer to tuning video.  Back off the impact pin by rotating clockwise. 

 

Spits Ink with Cartridge 

1. Ensure drive bar plunger is a close fit with the mating hole in the grip. (mostly a problem with 

disposables) 

2. Wobbly cartridge.  Most membrane cartridges have a sloppy fit to them.  I recommend Black Claw 

3. Bend plunger bar forward slightly. 

 

Speed Fluctuations 

1. Bad clipcord 

2. Bad bearing.  Mainly the cam bearing.  Usually form sterilant contamination. 

3. Corrosion on electrical connection 

4. Broken or damaged wire 

5. 99% sure it is not your motor!  These motors don’t fluctuate in speed from going “bad.”  Only if 

there is a weak electrical connection (ex. Corrosion around electrical connections from sterilant), 

chaffed wire, or weak solder/connection. 

6. Some type of obstruction. Back off all spring tension and check if mechanism moves freely. 

 

Loss of Punch 

1. Needs more impact.  The line on the cam should be at the 2:00 position when the bar is pushed down 

and cam is rolled clockwise to touch spring.  (refer to tuning video) 

2. Loose pivoting spring (the one that the cam rolls on) 

3. Weak electrical connection.  (clipcord in most cases) 

4. Possible bad pivot bearing (in a-bar).  Back off spring tension to ensure the bar pivots smoothly and 

easily. 

 

“But I really think it’s the motor.  It’s a rotary, so what else could go wrong?” 

The reality is that the motor is usually the last thing to go wrong.  Especially with this model Mabuchi 

motor.  I’ve only had to replace 3 in the last 5 years out of 7000 machines due to the actual motor 

burning out.  When I do, its from sterilants or the user crushing the motor.  I have gone to great efforts 

to protect this macine from the accidentals that have occurred in the past.  In ordr to have a high 

performantce machine, there must be tight tolerances. If the machine gets dropped or gets debris all 

over it (ink or sterilant contamination) you will have issues.  Bearing are the 1st to go.  Mainly the 

cam bearing.  Again, usually from sterilants or other contamination.  Number one issue is the impact 

adjustment being out of whack.  I have worked very hard to make this adjustment as simple as possible.  

Signs of a bad motor:  loss of power, but high amperage.  More of a possible issue after 3,000 – 5,000 

hours of use. 


